3 Ways Awakened Women Can Save The World

We are women. It's all comes down to us. It's about self-reflection. How are we personally enabling the tyranny and injustice around us? What can we, personally, do to stop this? Where have we sold our souls, and how can we buy them back to live in integrity with our stated values?

For me it comes down to these 3 simple actions:

1. **Morality** – Choosing to align ourselves with those who put morals above all else, and saying NO to those who don't.

2. **Care** – Caring for all life on earth and earth itself, not just when our personal circumstances are affected, or when it suits us. Caring to find out the truth and having the will to act upon it even though it might affect us financially, emotionally, spiritually, or socially.

3. **Nurturing** – Nurturing our families, nurturing our young. Giving ourselves and our children the very best, not leaving it up to the State to fill their bodies and minds with what It deems to be important. Relying on ourselves instead of suckling at the teat of the System.

And standing with others who do the same.

This is an invitation to move through the paralysis of fear, and roar into action. Though you've been duped into feeling you have no power, the reality is you own it.
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What We Need Now

We need to support the rebels, the strong ones who speak out against corruption, tyranny, and injustice. We need to stand with those who know that morality is more important than a pay cheque, and whose actions support this.

• We need to stand WITH men, not against them. Division is but a strategy to control us.
• We need to speak the truth loud and clear and illustrate we'll no longer be manipulated. Manipulation is a tool for tyrants.
• We need to know no-one is going to “save us” but ourselves.
• We need to understand the agenda and who pulls the strings.
• We need to connect our hearts with our mouths, and put the result into action.
• We need to seek and care for truth, no matter how unfair it seems or uncomfortable it is.
• We need to develop true self-respect.
• We need to learn who and what we are.
• We need to say enough is enough.
• We need to do something. NOW.
• We need to step into our role as caring, nurturing influencers of human morality.
• We need not be afraid.
• We need to refuse to support ANY men (and women) employed as order followers.
• We need to connect humanity with their morality.
• We need to love fiercely.
• We need to raise strong, healthy, emotionally adept, strong-willed children.
• We need to think critically.
• We must resist on all fronts.
• We must have the courage to let go, even if it means chaos.
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